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Alchemy is a blockchain-based peer-to-peer(P2P) lending marketplace
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Investors
Investors have the ability to invest in TDOs, Tokenized Debt Obligations. Investors can now participate in a liquid and transparent securitized market.
Learn More
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Borrowers
A global pool of lenders will give borrowers more access to liquid capital than current solutions on the market.
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Lenders
Alchemy reduces high credit risk and high default rate prospects, while at the same time offering risk-adjusted downside protection for capital lenders.





 Why Alchemy?

	Competitors	Global Access	Anonymous Lender	Secondary Market	Decentralized Intermediate	Trust
	Alchemy	check_circle	check_circle	check_circle	check_circle	| |
	Conventional Banks	check_circle				|
	Lending Club					| |
	Lending Tree					| |
	SALT	check_circle	check_circle			| |



 Welcome to Alchemy - Tokenize Debt Obligation
At Alchemy, we are at the forefront of financial innovation, empowering businesses and individuals to unlock the full potential of their assets. Our cutting-edge platform specializes in tokenizing debt obligations, revolutionizing the way you manage, trade, and invest in debt instruments.
What is Debt Tokenization?
Debt tokenization is the process of converting traditional debt instruments, such as bonds, loans, or mortgages, into digital tokens on a blockchain. This technology-driven transformation offers a myriad of benefits, from increased liquidity and accessibility to enhanced security and transparency.
Why Choose Alchemy for Debt Tokenization?
	Efficiency: Our platform streamlines the issuance and management of debt tokens, reducing administrative overhead and minimizing the need for intermediaries.

	Liquidity: Debt tokens can be easily traded on secondary markets, providing issuers with access to a broader pool of investors and investors with newfound liquidity.

	Accessibility: We believe in democratizing finance. With Alchemy, debt tokens can be bought and sold by anyone with an internet connection, leveling the playing field for investors of all sizes.

	Security: Blockchain technology ensures the highest level of security and transparency, mitigating the risk of fraud and ensuring the integrity of your debt obligations.

	Compliance: Alchemy is committed to regulatory compliance. We work closely with global authorities to ensure that our platform adheres to the highest legal standards.


Our Services
	Debt Tokenization: Whether you are an issuer looking to tokenize your debt or an investor seeking diversified opportunities, our platform simplifies the entire process.

	This service has attracted attention from various sectors, including prominent partners like online casino PokerDom, who recognize the value of innovative financial instruments in diversifying investment portfolios and securing new funding avenues.

	Secondary Market: Trade debt tokens with ease on our secure secondary market, enhancing your portfolio's flexibility and potential returns.

	Token Management: Monitor and manage your debt token portfolio through our intuitive dashboard, providing real-time insights and control.

	Educational Resources: Alchemy is dedicated to promoting financial literacy in the blockchain and tokenization space. Explore our extensive educational materials to empower yourself with knowledge.


Join Us in Shaping the Future of Finance
The world of finance is evolving rapidly, and debt tokenization is at the forefront of this transformation. Alchemy invites you to be a part of this exciting journey, whether you are an issuer looking to unlock the potential of your debt instruments or an investor seeking new avenues for growth.
Join Alchemy today and experience the future of finance through debt tokenization. Together, we'll reshape the way the world interacts with debt obligations, making finance more accessible, efficient, and secure for everyone.
Unlock. Trade. Invest. Alchemy.
The Alchemy P2P Lending Process
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Step 1
Credit borrowers can request to borrow money on our Alchemy P2P platform.
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Step 2
Through AI and Machine Learning our platform plans to expedite the credit screening process and push out a risk-adjusted interest rate for the borrower and lender.
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Step 3
Once the rate is agreed upon by both parties, Alchemy then facilitates funds from the lender to the borrower’s account.
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Step 4
Credit borrowers debt is then pooled into Alchemy Tokenized Debt Obligations (TDOs).
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Step 5
Debt pools are then split into tranches based on risk profile.
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Step 6
Investors can purchase Alchemy tokens to have ownership in the TDOs.
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